Get the right meaning!

Maria looked in her dictionary before going to the restaurant – but she didn’t look carefully enough!

The Spanish word *carta* has several meanings:
- **la carta** fem noun  1 letter 2 menu 3 card

When Spanish words have more than one meaning, pick the meaning which best suits the context.

### 1 WRONG translations

Look in your dictionary and write the correct translation.

1. Un billete para Madrid, por favor.
   - The right translation is: A ___________ to Madrid, please.

2. Hay una pila de libros en el suelo.
   - The right translation is: There’s a ___________ of books on the floor.

### 2 Another WRONG translation

Look in your dictionary. Then
- complete the two dictionary entries
- write the correct translation of *pendiente* in this case.

1. He perdido un pendiente.
   - I’ve lost a ___________.

Just a few nouns have one meaning when they’re masculine, and a different meaning when they’re feminine. Your dictionary alerts you to this, e.g.

- **el corte** masc noun  see corte noun
- **la corte** fem noun  see corte noun court

In each entry, the ▶ see symbol warns you to check whether the meaning you want is in the other entry!